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VELOCITY ESTIMATION BY ZERO-OFFSET MIGRATION IN
A LAYERED MEDIUM

Einar MAELAND

Migration of seismic data from buried point diffractors in a 2-D medium with plane dipping 
reflectors is used to estimate a velocity macro-model. The surface data are extrapolated with a known 
velocity to a new reference level by wave equation datuming, followed by zero-offset migration with 
the constant velocity at the new datum. The diffracted energy will then be out of focus, so the imaging 
condition is modified to allow for an extra time-shift. If the diffracted energy focuses, the position 
of this focus and the extra time-shift determines the velocity in the next layer. Examples on synthetic 
data illustrate the quality of the analysis.

Keywords: migration, geometrical optics, caustics, image, time-shift, diffractions, 
radius of curvature

1. Introduction

Migration o f seismic reflection data consists o f downward extrapolation 
of surface data, and imaging at a time when the downward wave is time-coin
cident with the upgoing wave [CLAERBOUT 1971]. If the velocity is in error, 
the ‘image’ will be out o f focus. Among the algorithms designed to estimate 
velocity, depth focusing analysis generates displays that are similar to conven
tional velocity analysis. Several studies, including those o f DOHERTY and 
CLAERBOUT [1976], YlLMAZ and CHAMBERS [1984], FAYE and JEANNOT 
[1986], report the focusing aspects of migration. When migration is performed 
with erroneous velocity the zero-time image condition does not produce the 
best-focused data. However, if the imaged data at non-zero times are saved, a 
better velocity estimate may be obtained by interpreting the migrated output.
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In order to introduce approximate image formation, it is helpful to consider 
a physical model for which the problem can be solved analytically. Consider 
a layered medium containing plane dipping reflectors, with a constant velocity 
in each layer. Assume that the surface data have been extrapolated to a new 
reference level by wave equation dátumúig [BERRYHILL 1979]. The objective 
is to find the position of a point diffractor and the velocity within the next deeper 
layer. The analysis can then, without loss of generality, be confined to a model 
with two contiguous layers. _

It is possible to estimate velocities by trial and error, until the diffracted 
energy comes into focus. This can be done by keeping the imaging condition 
fixed while the velocity is given different values or, which is more reasonable, 
to choose one velocity but relax the imaging condition to allow for an extra 
time-shift. In general, if the imaging condition is modified, the result will be an 
image which may be rather complicated to describe algebraically. However, it 
is possible to extract one particular (erroneous) velocity that yields an image 
which is representative of the entire family of images.

The aim of this paper is to present an analysis based on wave equation 
dátumúig and velocity determination by migration. The principal steps include 
(i) obtaining an initial estimate of the velocity field which is used to perform 
the depth migration, and (ii) interpretation of the focusing errors and using them 
to estimate the velocity in the next lower layer. The proposed technique does 
not require modification of existing extrapolation algorithms.

2. Formulation of the problem

Assume that a single point diffractor is buried in the lower layer of a 
two-layer medium. For simplicity, but with no loss of generality, the problem 
will be treated as two dimensional. Let (x, z) be cartesian coordinates, with x  
and z in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Let the boundary 
dividing the two layers be a plane, dipping surface defined by

Z = Zo -  tan(cx) x , (1)

where a  is the dip-angle. The position of the point diffractor is S = (x*, z„). It 
is convenient to use relative coordinates (Ç, q), with the origin at (0, Zq) and 
rotation angle a. Hence, the Ç-axis is along, and the q-axis is normal to the 
plane surface Eq. (1). The transformation from (x, z) to (Ç, q) is given by

Zo) sin(a) + x cos(a) ,

q = (z -  Zq) cos(a) + x  sin(a) .

The position of the diffractor in the rotated coordinates will be denoted by 
(Ç., П*)- Since q* > 0, then z* > [Zq -  tan(a) x j .
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Consider a plane, refracting surface (g) separating two media with veloc
ities Cj (above) and c2 (below). A point source (5) is the common centre of a 
family of concentric spherical wavefronts. Two cases are of interest, viz., 
cx < c2 and c1 > c2, which are displayed in Figs. 1A and IB, respectively. A ray 
from source S strikes the surface g at an angle of incidence ß2 (which is 
measured relative to the r) -axis). The angle of refraction, ß x, is given by Snell’s 
law

sinißi) / c l = sin(ß2) / c 2 . (3)

в
Fig. 1. Construction of zero-distance phase front of refraction (f ), A — y< 1; В —у>1 (у = C1/C2 ). 

Rays are refracted at point P, and continued to a point Q such that QP = y SP 
g—refracting surface; c \—velocity above and C2 — velocity below the refracting surface;

S—a point source
1. ábra. A hullámtörés f(0) fázisú frontjának (f) szerkesztése. A —у<1; В — у>1 (у = с \ /  сг).

A  sugarak megtörnek а Р pontnál és folytatódnak a Q pontig oly módon, hogy QP = y SP. 
g —törési felület; c ;—a törési felület feletti és C2 —alatti sebességek; S—pontforrás

Puc.l. Составление фронта /преломления волны при фазе t(0). А—у<1; В—у>1 (у = с \ / q ).
Лучи преломляются на точке Р и продолжаются до точки Q при QP = у SP. 

g—преломляющая поверхность; ci и сг—скорости над преломляющей поверхностью и 
под ней; S-точечный источник
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Let P  = (Ç0, 0) be a point on the refractor, and SP = c2t0, where t0 is the 
traveltime from source S to point P. Then,

sin(ß2) = (Ç0 -  ÇJ / с 2 t0 . (4)

Let the refracted ray be continued to a point Q = (Çl5 pj), such that 
QP = (c1/c 2) SP. As point P moves over surface g, the points Q will all lie on 
a surface f. This surface is defined as the zero-distance phase front of refraction 
[CORNBLEET 1984]. If SP = c2t0, it follows that QP = c{t0, and

sin(Pi) = (Ç0 -  £i) / c i t0 ,
cos(ßj) = ТЦ /c j  t0 . (5)

Thus, a set of parametric equations are obtained

Çi “ Ç* = c2t0 (1 -  Y2) sinCßj) /у  ,

Hi = Y ^ o  cos(ßi) , (6)
where у = c2/ c 2 is the velocity ratio. If the parameter is eliminated, the 
result is, by means of the relation cos (ß2) = q*/c2i0, that the zero-distance 
phase front is given by

(£i -  Ç*)2/(Y2 -1) + (n i/y )2 = П* • (7)
Hence, the zero-distance phase front is an ellipse or a hyperbola depending on 
whether у >1 or у <1, respectively. The conclusion is that kinematic migration 
of zero-offset data with the constant velocity yields the zero-distance phase 
front.

For velocity ratios (y) of 0.8 and 1.25, respectively, ray paths from the 
point diffractor to the receiver positions on the jc-axis are shown in Figs. 2A 
and 2B; the corresponding refracted rays and the zero-distance phase front are 
in Figs. ЗА and 3B.

3. Focusing analysis

If data from a single point diffractor in a homogeneous medium are 
considered, migration with erroneous velocity yields an image that is a phase 
front of zero distance. Consider two layers where the velocities of wave 
propagation are cj and c2, respectively. Rays from a point source in the deeper 
layer will be collimatea to parallel rays by refraction at a hyperbolic surface 

if у <1, or an elliptic surface if у >1. The hyperbolic or elliptical refractor 
produces a plane phase front, whereas a plane refractor gives a hyperbolic or 
elliptical phase front for у < 1 or у > 1, respectively [CORNBLEET 1984]. Based 
upon this observation, if the dip-angle (a) is given for a plane interface, the
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Fig. 2. Ray paths from source (S) to points on the x-axis when A— у < 1, and В — у > 1.
(exp. see Fig. 1)

2. ábra. Sugárutak a forrásponttól (S) az x-tengely pontjaiig A — y < 1, és В — у  > 1 esetén.
(jelmagyarázat: lásd 1. ábra)

Рис. 2. Лучи от источника (S ) до оси х, А—для случая у <1, В—при у >1. (условные
обозначения см. на Рис.1 )

velocity (с2) in the lower layer may be determined by migration with the 
velocity (Cj) in the upper layer.

Making use of the exploding reflector concept, consider any wavefront 
with centre at S = (x*, z*) at time 0; i.e., a spherical wave with radius c2ri- 
In order to perform reliable focusing analysis, a parallel phase front at a distance 
(tl + cl At) must be calculated, and then choose At so that the diffracted energy 
(eventually) comes to a focus. However, if the velocity is in error, perfect focus 
cannot be attained. Associated with a phase front are the corresponding families 
of rays. A wave field corresponds to a family of rays that can, and usually does, 
exhibit a property that does not reside in any of the individual rays, namely
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Fig. 3. Ray paths from zero-distance phase front of refraction when A— y< 1, and В — y> 1
(exp. see Fig. 1)

3. ábra. Sugárutak a hullámtörés 1(0) fázisfrontjától A—y< 1 ,és В — у> 1 estén 
(jelmagyarázat: lásd 1. ábra)

Puc. 3. Лучи от фронта преломления при фазе Г(0) А—для случая у<1, В—для у>1. 
(условные обозначения см. на Рис. 1)

focusing. This occurs on the envelope of neighbouring rays (caustics). Wave 
fields are dominated by caustics, which form the significant structure of images 
formed by migration of seismic data. The caustic represents the concentration 
of energy, or the ‘aberrated image’ of the point source. If the caustic is cusped 
(two branches of the curve meet), then exceptional, high amplitudes may be 
expected, and the cusp replaces the exact focus which exists when у = 1.

Given a parallel phase front, it is possible to examine whether the phase 
front will develop a cusp at a certain time At * 0. Points at which this occurs 
are points at which adjacent rays intersect. The locus of all such points is a 
caustic. A parallel phase front is defined by Ç = Ç (?) and П = П (?), where
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Ç (0  = ?i + C\t sin (ßi) , /04
Л (0 = Л1 -  cff COS (Pi) .

A positive time ( t > 0) indicates that the phase front is moving toward negative 
r| -values. Due to the symmetry about Ç , it is sufficient to describe the phase
front in the vicinity of this line, i.e., small angles ßx; hence

__________  S ( t ) - b  = [ Clt+ n * ( i - у 2) / у ]  P i +— ______________

n (0  = УП* -  Cff + \  [£ (f) -  Ç.] Pi + • • • (9)

The radius of curvature given by

Щ ) “ 5Ç (t) /d Pj = cxf + ( 1 -у2) П*/у + • • • (10)

is equal to zero at a time

Cj At = (у2 -  1) ti*/y = -  R(0) . (11)

In other words, the phase front is cusped [MAELAND 1989] and due to the 
symmetry, the position of the cusp of the caustic is (Çc , qc ) = (Ç*,q*/y). The 
caustic and the cusp can be identified in Fig. 3B; in Fig. ЗА, they can be 
identified only if the rays are extended below the phase front.

Data transfer to the floating datum (reference level) is performed by 
time-shifting every seismic trace by an amount defined by the difference in 
elevation and a known or an estimated velocity model. Although an extra 
time-shift can smear seismic energy and deteriorate spatial resolution on the 
depth section, the result may well be another ‘focus’. The position (Çc , q c) is 
relative to the rotated coordinate system, so

Лс = (zc  ~ Zo) cos(a) + xc  sin(a) . (12)

The position (zq) and the dip-angle (a) are given by zero-offset migration with 
At = 0. Then, solving equation (11) for the velocity ratio

у2 = 1 + cxAt /r \c  . (13)

In this formula velocity c1 is known whereas the time-shift (At) and the position 
of the focus must be determined by inspection of the migrated output.

4. Illustrative examples

In order to indicate the quality of the focus when the imaging condition is 
modified, migration is executed by the phase-shift operator [GAZDAG 1978], 
but allowing for an extra time-shift in the imaging condition. The input signal
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is a zero-phase Ricker wavelet, i.e., the second-derivative of f ( t )  = 
exp [-2 (t /T)  2], where T = 0.05 sec. The velocity in the upper layer is 
cx = 1 km/s, moreover, Zo = 10 km and a  = 15°. A point diffractor is located 
at X* = 2 km and z* = 1.0 km. Finally, the extrapolation step is Az = 0.01 km.

The synthetic zero-offset section is displayed in Fig. 4A when у <1. 
Figures 4B and 4C contain the migrated results while the imaging condition is 
applied at t = 0 and t = At, respectively. The corresponding results when 
y Mare displayed in Figs. 5A, 5В and 5C, respectively. According to the 
proposed strategy, when the imaging condition is modified (At * 0), the dip of 
the reflector is the same, but its position will change, cf., Figs. 4C and 5C, 
respectively. The true position of the reflector is indicated by the sloping line, 
and the position of the aberrated focus (qc) must be measured relative to this 
line. The quality of the focus depends on the aperture, so the quality when 
у > 1, is much better than when у < 1. Moreover, the net phase-shift of approx
imately n /2  when the parallel phase front passes through the cusp of the caustic 
may be used to decide whether a focus is in sight or not. The change in sign of 
the curvature of the phase front may also be useful. A drawback is that artifacts 
caused by phase wrapping may be strongly in evidence, cf., Fig. 5C. Phase 
wrapping is a consequence of the actual migration algorithm (the phase-shift 
method). No attempts have been made to avoid phase wrapping. The phase- 
shift operator was chosen to illustrate that migration need not be done with the 
most sophisticated of algorithms: as a matter of fact, any conventional migration 
algorithm may be used.

To summarize: if у < 1, then At < 0, so imaging at time equal to t = 0 is 
too early (undermigration); if у > 1, then At > 0 and the imaging principle is 
applied too late (overmigration). Migration with a velocity too small leaves the 
data in positive time and migration with a too large velocity pushes the data 
into negative time [MAELAND 1989].

5. Paraxial approximation

Given a plane dipping interface, it has been demonstrated that information 
from the zero-distance phase front can be used to estimate the velocity in a 
two-layer model. In principle, this is also true for a general interface; in fact, 
given the position of a refractor, it is possible to obtain an expression for the 
zero-distance phase front [CORNBLEET 1984]. However, the analysis is rather 
complicated algebraically, and soon becomes unwieldy, so this case is rarely 
treated mathematically until certain simplifying conditions are imposed. If only 
rays that are close to the Ç-axis are to be considered (paraxial approximation), 
nonspherical surfaces can usually be adequately represented by spherical 
approximations.

The imaging that occurs during the migration of seismic data is similar to 
the focusing of light by a lens. The focal-length of the ‘lens’ is determined by
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Fig. 4. A —Synthetic zero-offset sections when y = 0.5; В — migration and imaging when
t = 0 and C—when t = At

4. ábra. A —Szintetikus t(0) szelvények у = 0,5 esetén; В —migráció és leképezés t = 0 és
C—t = At esetén

Puc. 4. A-Синтетический разрез f (0) при у = 0,5; В-миграция и отображение t=  0; 
С—миграция и отображение t = At
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0 1 2  5

Fig. 5. A —Synthetic zero-offset section when у = 2.0; В —migration and imaging when t = 0 and
C—when t = At

5. ábra. A —Szintetikus t (0) szelvények у = 2,0 esetén; В — migráció és leképezés t = 0 és
C—t = At esetén

Puc. 5. А—Синтетический разрез t(0) при у = 2,0; В—миграция и отображение t = 0, 
С—миграция и отовражение t = At
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the velocity field, and a ‘best-focused’ image is made by changing the imaging 
condition. In the terminology of geometrical optics, distance rj* is the object 
distance, distance r\c  is the image distance. In general, image distances are not 
the same for all rays, which means that the rays do not come to a single focus. 
This is a common feature of any reflecting or refracting surface and is known 
as wave-front aberration in the (optical) literature.

With a circular refractor of radius r, say, the analysis becomes more 
tractable. If the origin of the circle is located at ç=Ç* and r| =r, the lens equation 
[BORN, WOLF 1980] yields

l /Пс -  Y/Л* = ( 1 - УV r - (14)
The sign convention is (relative to the positive direction of the q-axis) that a 
concave surface is characterized by r > 0, and a convex surface by r < 0. The 
focal length is the image distance for parallel incoming rays (q * 00 ); hence,
l / / =  (1 - y ) /r. If the refractor is plane (r —► °°), which is the case studied so 
far, the lens equation (14) reduces to Cyt\c  = c2q*, so that the product of 
migration velocity and focusing depth equals the product of real medium 
velocity and real diffractor depth. The same relation was given by FAYE and 
JEANNOT [1986], although it was derived from a completely different type of 
argument.

Zero-offset migration yields the zero-distance phase front, with an apex 
located at q^ = yq*. Assuming that the paraxial approximation (rays close to 
the Ç-axis) is valid with symmetry about the line Ç = Ç*, the position of the cusp 
of the caustic is q c = q^+7^, where RA is the radius of curvature at the apex 
of the zero-distance phase front. The radius of curvature (which is positive if 
the direction from the apex of the zero-distance phase front to its centre of 
curvature is positive) can be computed by means of Eq. (14)

Ra n * ( l - y)
( i +y) - yq Jr

(15)

which is a function of y, q * and r. Some extreme cases are

Ra = 0 when r = yq, /(y+1) ,

= ( ! - y 2 )n* /у  i f r - + ° ° ,  (16)

Ra = 00 when r = (у- l )  q* /у  .

Another interesting case is r = q*, where qc = q* and RA = q*(l—y) . In this 
case, the zero-distance phase front is a circle, with its centre at the diffracting 
point position. Hence, a perfect focus exists at q*. Moreover, if the refracting 
surface is plane (r = °°), the focus (in the analytical geometry sense) of the 
zero-distance phase front is located at the true diffracting position. The con-
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elusion is that focusing analysis is still possible, although the position of the 
cusp of the caustic may not always be accessible, e.g., when the radius of 
curvature at the apex of the zero-distance phase front becomes very large. This 
is always true since r\c = r^+7^; in which case r|c —► 00 .

6. Location of the image

With the sign convention that if time increases, the wave front moves to 
negative r| -values, it follows that

= -  RA = Лл-Пс • (17)
Since Ra is given in terms of p * (the unknown position of the point diffractor), 
it is helpful to express it by the distance p c (the observed position of the cusp). 
FromEq. (14)

r a = Hcd-Y)
(1+Y) -  Л c/ r  

1 - ( 1 - у ) п с / г
(18)

When r —► °°, this yields c{At = (y2- l )  r\c , which is in accordance with 
Eq. (11). In general, however, the relation between the parameters r|c , у and 
Дt is not very informative, but the most important information can be obtained 
by means of figures.

The radius of curvature as a function of the velocity ratio is displayed in 
Figs. 6A and 6B when r > 0 and r < 0, respectively. The dashed curve represents 
r -+°°, in which case the radius of curvature will be denoted by 
Rq = Ra (r = °°). In Fig. 6a the position of the diffractor is fixed, in Fig. 6B the 
position of the cusp is fixed (when r = ±3 km). Perfect focus can be attained 
only if Ra = 0; hence, r > 0 implies focusing, which yields 1^1 < \Rq\, and vice 
versa when r < 0. Finally, in terms of the focal length (f), the result is

r a = П*
1 ^ 2~упУ /

y+n * //
(19)

Hence, when/ >  0 then 1^1 < \Rq\, and vice versa.
In general the centre of the circle will not be at Ç = ^*. Assume that the 

cusp has been observed at * Ç*, with a corresponding point diffractor at 
ÇD * Ç*. In the terminology of geometrical optics [BORN, WOLF 1980], the 
ratio of the height of the image to the height of the object is the
magnification

m = (Çc -Ç * ) / (Ç d -Ç * )  = УПс/ г 1* • (20)
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Fig. 6. Radius of curvature at the apex of the zero-distance phase front when A —p , * 2 km and
В—ПС = 2 km

6. ábra. Görbülketi sugár a t(0) fázisfront csúcsán A — n* = 2 km és В — pc = 2 km esetén 
Puc. 6. Луч на вершине фазового фронта í(0) А—при р , = 2 км В—при р с =  2 км

Although Eq. (20) does not apply, in general, to rays making large angles with 
the ^-axis, it is one of the most important equations in geometrical optics. 
Hence, if the off-axis position Çc has been observed, the lateral position çD of 
the point diffractor can be recovered from Eq. (20). It must be emphasized that 
this analysis applies only when symmetry about the Ç-axis is present. In general, 
several foci may appear, so some care must be taken in interpreting the results.

In order to indicate the quality of this analysis, let
z =  Zq+A c o s( 2 nx/L) , ( 2 1 )

in which case the radius of curvature at a: = 0 is

r = (L / I n ) 2/ A  . (22)
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Then, if A = 0.5 km and L = 3 km, it follows that r ~ 0.5 km. The rays are 
displayed in Figs. 7A and 7B, when = 0.0 km and = 0.5 km,
respectively. Moreover, = 1.5 km and the velocity ratio у = 0.75, in which 
case it follows that m ~ 0.5, ~ 0.25 km and r\c  ~ 1.0 km. The caustic
with the characteristic cusp can easily be identified in each figure. The 
zero-distance phase front ( /)  is also superimposed on these figures. As a matter 
of fact, the zero-distance phase front may have cusps and other singular points. 
The extra time-shift which is needed to obtain the best focus (the position of 
the cusp) is related to the velocity ratio (y) according to Eqs. (17) and (18), 
respectively. Hence, when At has been determined by inspection of the 
migrated output, the velocity ratio can be recovered from the latter equations.

- 1 . 5  - 1 . 0  - 0 . 5  0 . 0  0 . 5  1 . 0  1 . 5

- 1 . 5  - 1 . 0  - 0 . 5  0 . 0  0 . 5  1 . 0  1.5

Fig. 7. Ray paths when the point diffractor is located A —on the Ç-axis, and В —off the Ç-axis
(exp. see Fig. 1)

7. ábra. Sugárutak azon esetekben, mikor a diffraktáló pont A —a íj-tengelyen és В —a 
íj-tengelyen kívül helyezkedik el (jelmagyarázat: lásd 1. ábra)

Puc. 7. Лучи в случае размещения дифрагирующей точки А—вне оси Ç , В—вне оси^ . 
(условные обозначения см. на Рис. 1 )
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7. Conclusion

A procedure to obtain a velocity macro-model of a 2-D layered medium 
has been presented. The wave field must be extrapolated from one plane surface 
to another by wave equation dátumúig. Conventional migration at the new 
datum will then properly position the next deeper reflector, but the diffracted 
energy from a buried point diffractor will be out of focus. As a result, the 
imaging condition requires artificial adjustments to compensate for the inac
curate treatment of wave propagation. In other words, a compromise that 
attempts to offset one error by another.

The procedure ‘ defocuses ’ diffractions into the zero-distance phase front 
of refraction. Associated with the zero-distance phase front is the caustic 
enveloped by the rays. The caustic consists of two branches, and the two 
branches meet at a cusp. Zero-offset migration with imaging at any time 
different from zero produces a parallel phase front; hence, the best focus that 
can be obtained is when a point on a parallel phase front coincides with the 
position of the cusp. The position of the cusp is determined by the radius of 
curvature at the apex of the zero-distance phase front.

Interpretation of the migrated sections is part of the process leading to the 
final velocity. The migration begins at the current datum. No velocity adjust
ments need to be made below the reflector so migration can be performed with 
any conventional migration algorithm. The position of the focus and the extra 
time-shift must be obtained by inspection of the migrated output. On the other 
hand, once this position and the corresponding time-shift are given, the 
unknown velocity in the lower layer can be calculated. The wave field is then 
extrapolated to a new datum by wave equation datuming, and the process 
continues.
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SEBESSÉGBECSLÉS RÉTEGZETT KÖZEGBEN IDŐSZELVÉNY
MIGRÁCIÓVAL

Einar MAELAND

Sebesség makromodell becslésére felszín alatti diffraktáló pontokról származó szeizmikus 
adatok migrációját használja fel, kétdimenziós közegben, dőlő, sík reflektáló felületeket felvéve. A 
felszíni adatokat új vonatkoztatási szintre extrapolálja az ismert sebességértékekkel, hullámegyenlet 
módszerrel. Ezután az új felületen állandó sebességű t0(x) időszelvény migrációt hajt végre. A  
diffraktált energia ilyenkor nem fókuszálódik, ezért a leképezési feltételt módosítjuk további 
időtolást figyelembevéve. Ha a diffraktált energia fókuszálódik, a fókusz helyzete és az időtolás 
mértéke határozza meg a következő rétegben a sebesség értékét. Szintetikus adatokon illusztrálja az 
analízis minőségi sajátosságait.

ОЦЕНКА СКОРОСТИ В СЛОИСТОМ РАЗРЕЗЕ С ПОМОЩЬЮ 
МИГРАЦИИ ВРЕМЕННОГО РАЗРЕЗА

Э инар М Е Й Л А Н Д

Для оценки скоростной макромодели применяется миграция сейсмических данных 
от глубинных дифракционных точек. Предполагаются двухмерные плоские наклонные 
отражающие горизонты. Поверхностные данные при известных значениях скорости 
методом волнового уравнения пересчитаются на другой уровень, затем выполняется 
миграция временного разреза to(x) при постоянной скорости.

В таком случае дифрагированная энергия не фокусируется, поэтому уточняются 
условия отображения с учетом смещения времени. Если наблюдается фокусирование 
дифрагированной энергии, то по положению фокуса и смещению времени определяется 
скорость для следующего слоя. Особенности анализа иллюстрируются по синтетческим 
данным.


